FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: March 1, 2017

To: Media
Contact: Sergeant Shane Hawley

SHOTS FIRED OVERNIGHT INTO OCCUPIED HOUSE
SIX PEOPLE HOME AT THE TIME-NO ONE INJURED

On February 28, 2017, around 9:15pm Edmonds Police responded to a reported drive-by shooting. This occurred in the 6600 block of 172 ST SW.

Officers found bullet holes in a large downstairs window. At least three bullets struck the residence. The occupants of the home, four adults, one teenager and an infant were all in the room when the bullets came through the window. No one was injured.

A neighbor had video of the event from a home security camera. It shows a red SUV drive past the residence, turn around and drive by again. On the second pass by, six shots can be heard coming from the SUV. The vehicle then left the area.

Detectives are following up on leads in this case.

Anyone with information about this is encouraged to call or send in tips via our website.

Anonymous tips can also be sent in using our website by entering EPDtips@edmondswa.gov as the website address.
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